
Class Summary 
 
Introduction of Comm 100 
I think it is great we have a class to be able to see all the different aspects of communication. 
There are so many different skills and careers we can shoot for through this major.  
 
Student Media Introduction 
I am very interested in being part of The Scroll. I think it is a great way to gain experience 
and enhance my creativity. Soapbox also sounds great. If I were to develop video skills I 
would try to be a part of this as well.  
 
Understanding Grad Plans 
In this class I was able to find the business certificate I would like to get. It was helpful to 
review how to create a grad plan.  
 
Journalism and News 
Something that stood out to me was when he told us that without journists we would not 
know many things we know in the world. We would be ignorant of many major and local 
problems in the world. It is journalists that make us aware and inform us on issues we 
wouldn’t know of otherwise. They are important, but I don’t know that I’d like to be one.  
 
Video Production 
I was really enthralled by video production. It is something that immediately draws 
everyone’s attention. You can communicate any message you want as long as you are 
creative. I always knew a lot of work went into video production, but I didn’t realize how 
much work it took. It is something I definitely want to learn more about.  
 
Advertising  
In the advertising class, I learned that detail is very important. Sometimes others see things 
different ways than you, so it is important to check with others before you publish or display 
something. There are different aspects to advertising, too. I think the most important thing 
here is to know your audience.  
 
Organizational Communication and Advocacy 
Sister Howard is very passionate about what she does. I learned that this major 
encompasses many skills and talents. It seems that once you have a skill and you want to 
know what to do with it, this is the major you should go for. I also thought it was very 
impressive that they work with real companies. It is real experience in a learning 
environment.  


